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Abstract

We find from our measurements that the decay rate of 7Be implanted in Au is lower than that implanted in Al O by a2 3

PACS: 23.40; 26.65

The study of the change of nuclear decay rate in
different environments has fundamental significance,
as well as applications in nuclear physics, the solar
neutrino problem and condensed matter physics.
Among the different types of nuclear decay, electron
capture by the nucleus is most susceptible to the
surrounding environment. Since the surrounding en-
vironment can usually only change the configuration
of the valence electrons, the effect of the environ-
ment will be most prominent on the electron capture
rate of 7 Be, which is the lightest radioactive nucleus
that decays by electron capture. The decay rate of
7 Be changes slightly when 7 Be forms a chemical

w xcompound. Such changes 1–4 of decay rates have
been measured for many chemical compounds of
7 Be and a maximum change of up to f0.2% has
been observed.

w xHensley et al.

0.5% of
decay rate of either implanted 7 Be or any of its
compounds without applying very high external
pressure. We think that if 7 Be is implanted in a
medium having high electron affinity, such as gold,
then beryllium should lose a significant fraction of
its 2s electrons as a result of its interaction with
nearby gold atoms. It is interesting to study the
change in decay rate of 7 Be embedded in gold
compared to that of 7 Be implanted in an insulator
such as Al O , where the tendency to lose electrons2 3

from the 2s orbit of beryllium atom is expected to be
much lower. Apart from a general interest in this
kind of study, the result of such a measurement is

5 applied a high pressure of up to
270 kilobars to 7 BeO and found that the decay rate
increased by 0.59%. However, nobody has so far
reported seeing such a large change Ž .G

relatively large amount Ž .0.72"0.07 %. This result and others have been analyzed quantitatively using the linear muffin-tin
orbital (LMTO) method and Hartree’s calculations. Our results are important for accurately extracting the nuclear
matrixelement of the astrophysically significant 7Be q ey™ 7Li q n reaction.



interesting in astrophysics as well as condensed mat-
ter physics. A quantitative understanding of the re-
sults of our experiment will enable us to extract
accurately the nuclear matrix element of the 7 Be q
ey™ 7 Li q n reaction which is used to calculate
the neutrino emission rate of the sun. These results
could also be used to measure the effective electron
affinity of a solid medium with respect to beryllium.

We report here our measurement of the difference
in the decay rate of 7 Be implanted in a gold metal
foil and a pellet of Al O . 7 Be nuclei were produced2 3

by bombarding a 250 mgrcm2-thick foil of lithium
fluoride with a 7 MeV proton beam from the Vari-
able Energy Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta. The average
proton beam current was 1 mA and the lithium
fluoride foil was bombarded for 36 h. 7 Be nuclei

7 Ž .7thus produced via the reaction Li p,n Be with re-
coil energy f3 MeV in the forward direction were
implanted in a catcher foil placed behind the target.
We used a gold foil and an Al O pellet as catchers2 3

in which the ranges of 3 MeV 7 Be nuclei are f1.8
mm and 2 mm, respectively. As a result of such
implantations, the 7 Be atoms were expected to be
randomly positioned in the interstitial lattice space of

w xAu and Al O . TRIM code calculations 6 indicate2 3
˚that the number of vacancies per Angstrom produced

in Au and Al O lattices by the implanted 7 Be2 3

atoms is at most only f0.1% of the number of host
˚atoms per Angstrom. The 7 MeV proton beam used

for our irradiation work is expected to produce negli-
gible damages in the lattice sites where 3 MeV 7 Be
ions would stop. These defects do not therefore
affect significantly the surrounding environment of
the 7 Be atoms implanted in Au and Al O media.2 3

We have ignored the presence of such defects in our
considerations.

Following electron capture, a 7 Be nucleus has a
10.4% probability of populating the first excited state
of 7 Li which decays subsequently to its ground state,
emitting a 478-keV gamma-ray photon. We mea-
sured the difference in the decay rates of 7 Be in Au
and Al O by simultaneously counting the two2 3

sources placed 4 m apart. Each source was sur-
rounded properly by at least 10 cm of lead shielding.
The irradiated Au foil and Al O powder were put2 3

in sealed plastic packets and mounted carefully in
front of the HPGe detectors. Two HPGe detectors
Žhaving an energy resolution of about 2 keV at 1.33

.MeV were used to count 478-keV gamma-ray pho-
tons emitted from these two sources. After the irradi-
ation, we waited for 40 days before starting our
counting so that all the short-lived isotopes have
decayed. A method of differential measurement, as
described below was used to measure the small
difference in decay rates between the two sources.

Let A and A denote the numbers of 478-keVAu AlO

g-ray photons measured by the corresponding detec-
Ž 7tors placed in front of the Be-implanted Au and

.Al O sources respectively within a time period of2 3
Ž . 0 0t to tq1 days. Let A and A be the numbersAu AlO

of 478-keV g-ray photons detected by the corre-
sponding detectors within the time period from ts0
to ts1 days. Let l and l be the decay rates ofAu AlO

the 7 Be nuclei implanted in Au and Al O sources2 3

respectively l sl qDl. ThenAlO Au

A yA exp l tŽ . Ž .Au AlO Au

s A0
Dl tq A0 yA0 1Ž .Ž . Ž .AlO Au AlO

The shielding around each source was adequate and
there was no observable cross-talk between the two
detectors. The distance of each source from the
corresponding HPGe detector was adjusted carefully
to make the single counting rates of two HPGe
detectors equal to within 0.3%. Therefore, the pile-up
effects of the two detectors were about the same. The
integral counting rate of each detector was initially
about 850 countsrs and the live times for Au and
Al O systems were 97.5% and 95.7%, respectively,2 3

because the discriminator levels were set slightly
differently in the two cases. The lifetimes of the
counting systems increased with time as the count
rates dropped and the data was corrected appropri-
ately for this factor. The single scalar counts and
HPGe spectra were acquired for successive intervals
of 24 h duration and then written on a computer disk.
This was followed by an automatic reset of the
scalars, the erasure of the spectra from the spectrum
buffer and the start of data collection for the next
24-h interval.

In Fig. 1, we show typical HPGe g-ray spectra
Ž . 7from both sources, a Be implanted in Al O and2 3

Ž . 7b Be implanted in Au. We find, from this figure,
that the integrated background counts under the 478
keV line are less than 0.1% of the total integrated
counts under the 478 keV peak. We also noted a



7 Ž .Fig. 1. g-ray spectra from the decay of Be implanted in a an
Ž .Al O pellet and b Au foil.2 3

number of very low intensity background- and impu-
Ž . Ž .rity-lines in both Fig. 1 a and Fig. 1 b . A careful

study of these low intensity background lines showed
Žthat many of them 511 keV, 583 keV, 609 keV, 727

.keV, 911 keV, 969 keV, 1120 keV were the stan-
dard background gamma lines which came from the
naturally present long-lived radioactive isotopes and
were seen in the room background spectra also. In
addition, we saw 847 keV, 978 keV, 1038 keV, 1175
keV, 1238 keV and 811 keV gamma-ray lines which

56 Žindicated the presence of Co half-life s 78.8
. 58 Ž .days and Co half-life s 70.8 days in our

samples. We think that there was very small amount
of iron contamination in our samples and 56 Co and
58 Ž .Co were produced via p,n reactions. It looks as
though the iron was the main contaminant in our
samples and that it was present at about 0.2%. We
also saw indications of the presence of both a very
small amount of 65Zn in both of the samples and that
of 48 V in Al O . These isotopes could be produced2 3

65 48 Ž .from Cu and Ti via p,n reactions.
Therefore all the gamma-ray lines are well under-

stood and the observed contaminants cannot produce
any gamma-ray lines in the region of 478 keV. In
order to check further, we looked up a gamma-ray

w xcatalog 7 and searched for the isotopes which emit

Ž .gamma rays in the region 478"4 keV and satisfy
Ž .the following required conditions: i a reasonably

Žlong half-life at least of the order of a few days or
.longer in order to survive after a 40-day waiting
Ž .time, ii the possibility of producing the isotope

using a 7 MeV proton beam on a stable nucleus; and
Ž .iii the observation of the accompanying gamma-ray
lines. We did not find any such isotope satisfying the
required conditions and so we can rule out the
possibility of any background peaks under the 478
keV line.

The counts under the 478 keV peaks were deter-
mined from each day’s spectra and corrected by the
corresponding computer lifetime correction factor.
The integrated number of counts under the 478 keV
peak was of the order of 107 counts. The differential
measurement between the activities of the two
sources was performed for 65 days. Then, the posi-
tion of the sources was interchanged and the differ-
ential measurement was performed again for 83 days.
Such an interchange of source positions was done so
that any systematic error would be cancelled out
when an average of the two measurements would be

Ž . Ž .taken. Fig. 2 shows plots of A - A exp l tAu AlO Au

versus t for the two interchanged positions and the
Ž 0 .values of A Dl , determined from their slopes inAlO

both cases. The values of A0 were determinedAlO
Ž .from the plots of ln A versus t. The value ofAlO

A0 depends on the initial number of 7 Be nuclei atAlO

the ts0 instant, the decay rate, the branching ratio
for the 478 keV g -ray photons, the detection effi-
ciencies and the counting time. When the sources
were interchanged and the counting was restarted, a
new ts0 instant was defined and the new value of
A0 was smaller than the previous value as theAlO

number of 7 Be nuclei had decreased in the interven-
Ž .ing time. Using Eq. 1 , the corresponding values of

Dl were then determined. We obtained values of
Dl D lŽ . Ž .s 0.00705"0.00072 from Fig. 2 a and s
l l

Ž . Ž .0.0078"0.0016 from Fig. 2 b . The linear correla-
tion coefficients in the two cases were 0.84 and 0.81
respectively. The weighted average from the two sets

Dl Ž .of data points was s 0.0072 " 0.0007 The
l

uncertainty given here is statistical only.
Finally, we removed both the sources and cut the

Au foil in which 7 Be was implanted into two equal
halves. We placed then the two Au foils in front of
two HPGe detectors and performed a differential



Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. a Plot of A –A exp l t versus time and b the same plot after interchanging the positions of the sources.Au AlO Au

measurement of their decay rates for 40 days. In Fig.
Ž . Ž .3, we show a plot of A –A exp l t versusAu1 Au2 Au

t, where A , A are activities of the two piecesAu1 Au2

of Au foil in which 7 Be nuclei were implanted. We
found a horizontal line consistent with Dls0, as
expected in this case. From Fig. 3, we concluded that
the systematic error in our result was less than 0.2%.
We also studied whether our result depends on how
the peak areas under the 478 keV lines were deter-
mined. After studying different methods of back-
ground subtraction and peak-area determination, we
finally concluded that our results and the quality of
linear fits in Fig. 2 were essentially independent of
the peak area determination method used as long as
any reasonable method is used consistently through-
out the analysis.

A qualitative understanding of our result can be
obtained from the fact that Au has a high electron

Ž . w xaffinity 2.308 eV 8 . We expect that Al O does2 3

not have any significant electron affinity. The elec-
w xtron affinity of beryllium is y0.19 eV 8 . The

negative value of electron affinity for beryllium
means that there is no bound state of an extra
electron to the ground state of the beryllium atom.
Therefore, a beryllium atom implanted in Au should
lose a larger fraction of its 2s electrons compared to
a beryllium atom implanted in Al O . As a result,2 3

the decay rate of 7 Be in Au should be slow com-
pared to that in Al O .2 3

In order to get a quantitative understanding of our
results, we performed tight-binding linear muffin-tin

Ž . w xorbital TB-LMTO method 9 calculations and



Ž . Ž . Ž7 .Fig. 3. Plot of A –A exp l t versus time. Both the sources Be in Au are identical and null result is found.Au1 Au2 Au

compared the result of such calculations with our
experimental results. In the TB-LMTO method, the
interatomic potential is assumed to be of the muffin-
tin type and is written as

V r sV r q V r 'V q Õ rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝMT i i R R 0 R R
R R

2Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .where V r and Õ r 'V r yV are spheri-R R R R R R 0

cally symmetric inside a sphere of radius s centeredR
Ž .at R and vanish outside. V r takes the constanti i

Ž .value V the muffin-tin zero in the interstitial re-0

gion and vanishes outside. A beryllium atom is put
in the interstitial region and a spherically symmetric
potential is considered centered around this atom.
This spherical potential also vanishes outside a cer-
tain radius. Schrodinger’s equation was solved for
this problem assuming periodic boundary condition.
Atomic muffin-tin orbitals are considered spherical
and no deformation due to the overlap of two nearby
muffin-tin orbitals has been considered. A detailed
theoretical paper on these calculations will be pub-

w xlished later 10 . For a given position of the im-
planted beryllium atom and the assumption of spher-

ical potential, the LMTO method performs a first
principle calculation and there is no adjustable free
parameter in the calculation. Let C be the com-total

plete electronic wave function and C be beryl-Be2s

lium 2s state wave function. We calculated the
square of the overlap of C with C i.etotal Be2s
<² < : < 2C C , which represents the average num-total Be2s

ber of 2s electrons in a beryllium atom when it is
implanted in a material. We find that this average
number of beryllium 2s electrons depended on the
position of beryllium atom in the interstitial region.
In the case of implantation in a gold foil, as a
beryllium atom comes closer to a gold atom, it loses
more electrons from 2s state. When we placed a
beryllium atom at the body center position of gold
lattice, then we found, from our calculations, that
<² < : < 2C C s0.67. When we shifted the beryl-total Be2s

lium atom from this symmetric position in any direc-
tion, then the beryllium atom rapidly lost more and
more 2s electrons. Since beryllium atoms are im-
planted by irradiation, they will be randomly posi-
tioned in the interstitial space. The beryllium atoms
cannot come too close to a gold atom because of
Coulomb repulsion. The ratio of overlap volume



between the nearest atoms to their total volumes
enters into the LMTO calculation as a perturbation
term. We considered an overlap of nearest atomic
volumes of up to 10%. In our LMTO code, we
moved the implanted beryllium atom around to vari-
ous interstitial positions so that the maximum over-
lap was within 10% and then took a weighted aver-
age. From the symmetric position at the center of the

Ž .face centered cubic FCC lattice, if the beryllium
atom was shifted straight down, then we could shift
it only slightly more than one tenth of the lattice

˚Ž .length 4.08 A . However when we shifted beryllium
atom along the diagonal direction, we could shift it
up to three tenths of the lattice length. We took an
average over 15 different positions of beryllium atom

Žin the interstitial space the symmetric position in the
center of FCC lattice and 14 shifted positions in all

.directions around the symmetric position and found
that the average number of 2s electrons of a beryl-
lium atom implanted in a gold foil was 0.416. When
the overlap of the atomic volumes is reduced by
10%, then this number increased by about 10%. The
remaining electrons of beryllium atom go to the
p-state and d-state of the 7 Be atom and do not
contribute to the electron density at the atomic nu-

Ž .cleus rs0 .
When we placed a beryllium atom in Al O2 3

<² < : < 2medium, then C C s 0.864. This num-total Be2s

ber for Al O was relatively insensitive to the posi-2 3

tion of the beryllium atom in the interstitial region.
Thus we finally arrived at the conclusion that the
beryllium atom implanted in gold will have on the
average 0.448 number of 2s electrons less compared
to that of a beryllium atom implanted in Al O . We2 3

w xknow from Hartree’s calculations 11 that the square
Žof the beryllium 2s electronic state wave function 2

.electrons to that of the 1s state wave function at the
Ž .nucleus rs0 is 3.31%. The exchange and overlap

corrections change the LrK vacancy ratio in the 7 Li
atom, but their effect on the total decay rate of 7 Be
is less than 0.1% and we neglected them. The effect
of 0.448 beryllium 2s electrons on the 7 Be decay rate
was 0.74%. According to this model, the decay rate
of 7 Be implanted in gold should therefore be slowed
down by 0.74% compared to the decay rate of 7 Be
in Al O . Our theoretical estimate was in good2 3

agreement with our experimental observation of
Dl Ž .s 0.0072"0.0007 .
l

Let us now compare our theoretical calculations
with other available experimental results. We find

w xfrom the experimental work of Jaeger et al. 12 and
w x 7Lagoutine et al. 13 that the decay rate of Be in

aluminum is slower by 0.1 "0.2% compared to that
in lithium fluoride, whereas our calculations show
that the corresponding slow down should be 0.08%.
The reason for such small change in the decay rate
of 7 Be when implanted in aluminum is the much

Ž . w xlower electron affinity of aluminum 0.441 eV 8 .
w xVery recently, Norman et al. 14 reported measure-

ments of half-lives of 7 Be in gold and tantalum.
They used a 7 Li beam on a hydrogen target and the
recoiled 7 Be ions were implanted on a catcher foil

w xplaced behind the target 14 . Their results show that
the decay rate of 7 Be in gold is slower than that in

Ž .tantalum by 0.22 "0.13 %, whereas our calcula-
tions show that the corresponding slow down of
decay rate in gold should be 0.3%. Although the

Ž . w xelectron affinity of tantalum is small 0.322 eV 8 ,
tantalum has a small body-centered lattice structure.
So the distance between the implanted beryllium
atom and nearest tantalum atom is therefore small,
thus increasing tantalum’s effective electron affinity
which is determined by the atomic electron affinity
and lattice geometry. The decay rate of 7 Be in
tantalum is thus comparatively slower and the differ-
ence in decay rate in comparison with gold is smaller.

w xComparisons of Norman et al.’s results 14 with
w x 7Refs. 13,12 show that the decay rate of Be in gold

is slower than those in aluminum and lithium fluo-
Ž . Ž .ride by 0.27 "0.15 % and 0.36 "0.15 % respec-

tively. Our calculations show that the decay rates in
gold should be slower than those in aluminum and
lithium fluoride by 0.45% and 0.53% respectively.

w xNorman et al. 14 thus apparently found a somewhat
smaller increase in the half-life of the 7 Be implanted
in gold compared to our observations and calcula-
tions. Since Norman et al. used heavy ion 7 Li beam
for their implantation studies, the radiation damage
on gold lattice sites where 7 Be nuclei stop would be

y4 ˚w x Žmuch larger 6 3 =10 vacanciesr Angstromr
. Ž y5ion than the corresponding damages 1 =10 va-

˚ .canciesr Angstromrion for our proton irradiation
work. The effective electron affinity of gold lattice
will be reduced because of such damages and this
effect should reduce the half-life of the implanted
7 Be nuclei in gold. Our calculations do not take into



account any lattice damage effects. We therefore
conclude that our observations regarding the change
of the 7 Be decay rate in gold compared to that in
Al O and other available experimental results are2 3

resonably well understood in terms of the TB-LMTO
method and Hartree’s calculations.

Let us now discuss the implications of our work
for accurately determining the nuclear matrix ele-
ment of the astrophysically important 7 Be q ey ™
7 Li q n reaction. Our observations as well as
TB-LMTO calculations show that a 7 Be atom loses
significant fraction of its 2s electrons when it is

Žplaced in gold average number of 2s electrons s
. Ž0.416 or even in Al O average number of 2s2 3

.electrons s 0.864 . Such considerations are impor-
tant for accurately extracting the nuclear matrix ele-
ment of astrophysically significant 7 Be q ey ™
7 w xLi q n reaction. Bahcall et al. 15–17 took the
7 w xBe half-life from the work of Segre et al. 1 and

w xKraushaar et al. 2 and extracted the corresponding
nuclear weak-interaction matrix element, assuming
that the beryllium atomic wave function was the
same as if the beryllium atom was in free space and
it had two full 2s electrons. They subsequently used
this matrix element to calculate the 7 Be decay rate of
the sun. Their calculation is generally believed to be

w xaccurate within 1–2%. However, both Segre et al. 1
w xand Kraushaar et al. 2 measured the decay rates of

7 Ž9 .Be in natural nonradioactive beryllium metal Be .
In the process of preparing their sample, a mixture of
beryllium oxide and zirconium powder was heated
under vacuum at 13008C the beryllium metal dis-
tilled away from the zirconium and wascollected on
a cone shaped cold finger. In this process, 7 Be atoms
are expected to occupy lattice sites in 9Be lattices.
Our TB-LMTO calculations predict that in this situa-
tion, the average number of 2s electrons in 7 Be

<² < : < 2would be C C s 0.831. Based usingtotal Be2s
w xHartree’s results 11 as discussed earlier, we con-

clude that the change of decay rate due to the loss of
1.169 number of 2s electrons from 7 Be atom would

w xbe s 1.9%. Bahcall 16 computed the value of the
overlap of electron wave function at the nucleus
using the formula

1 2 2
As g 0 q g 0 3� 4 � 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1,y1 2,y124p

Ž . Ž .where g 0 and g 0 are the values of 1s and1,y1 2,y1

2s electronic wave functions at the nucleus. Follow-
w x w xing Hartree’s calculations 11 , Bahcall 16 took the

values of electronic wave functions at the nucleus as
Ž . Ž . Ž .in atomic units g 0 s14.67 and g 0 s1,y1 2,y1

2.67 and computed the value of A.
Since, according to our LMTO calculations, the

average number of 2s electrons in a beryllium atom
occupying a lattice site in beryllium metal is 0.831,

Ž .in this case, g 0 should be s 1.72 and conse-2,y1

quently, the value of A would decrease by 1.9%,
thus increasing the extracted nuclear matrix element
of the 7 Be q ey ™ 7 Li q n reaction by 1.9%. As

w xa result, following Bahcall’s arguments 18 , the
prediction for 8B production in the sun and associ-
ated neutrino flux should decrease by 1.9%, slightly
reducing the discrepancy between the theory and
experiment in the solar neutrino problem. At present,
the uncertainty of the predicted 8B solar neutrino

w xflux is more than 10% 18 mainly due to the uncer-
7 Ž .8tainty in the measured Be p,g B reaction rate. The
7 Ž .8current generation of Be p,g B experiments will

probably bring down this uncertainty within 5%. The
result of this paper would then be useful for better
understanding of the solar interior, solar helioseismo-
logical data as well as the neutrino physics using the
solar neutrino data from the current-generation ex-
periments.

In summary, we measured a large change in the
7 Be decay rate in gold and aluminum oxide and
analyzed this result and other available experimental
results using the linear muffin-tin orbital method and
Hartree’s calculations. We found that a combination
of atomic electron affinity and geometry of the lat-
tice determined an effective electron affinity of the
medium which is responsible for the change of the
decay rate of the implanted 7 Be nuclei in different
media. Our results also suggest that the predicted 8B
solar neutrino flux should be 1.9% lower than the
standard value.
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